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ECOMWEL Annual Report 

April 2019 – March 2020 

 

Executive Summary 

 
ECOMWEL with its commitment to empower the Most in Need has been working among rural and urban 

poor women, children, widows, and people with Disabilities, elderly, farmers ,Tribals and also Homeless 

women. The critical needs and concerns emerging from poor and marginalized is the driving force to 

sustain the different initiatives of ECOMWEL. The meaning we add to the lives of the Most in Need from 

diverse background could not be captured in its fullness in this report, however we have attempted to 

capture certain processes of the welfare and development progresses. 

 

 This annual report narrates the work done in 2019-20 and captures the path we navigated. This year 

engagement has been through volunteers and former partner organisations 

 

In the reporting period, we have reached out to 80 women who have no access to housing through the 

shelter project implemented in collaboration with Greater Chennai Corporation. The process of 

intervention included Rehabilitation, Reintegration, and Awareness raising. ECOMWEL strongly believes 

in creative art which indeed has a therapeutic value. In the reporting period, a Warli Art workshop, song 

workshop were organised which made a one step progress in healing homeless women. ECOMWEL through 

the community outreach engaged in mapping the homeless people in different locations points and shared 

with them the services offered in the shelter and motivated them to access the shelter. In spite of this 

effort, the admission to the shelter remains a challenge.  The special shelter for women in a hospital setting 

has been closed due to the less scope for social work practice and the increased expectation of Greater 

Chennai Corporation. 

 

Ecomwel engaged with farmers and local communities to gather the traditional knowledge systems and 

enlarged this knowledge pattern to other farmers through live demonstrations through its demo farms in 

Tiruvallur, Tiruvannamalai in Tamilnadu and Chittoor district in Andhra Pradesh... Seedbank promotion, 

awareness campaigns, strengthening of the farmers collective stands high in the sustainable agriculture 

process. The passion for organic farming has increased by adopting it as a value for change. 

 

ECOMWEL extended its welfare and support services to the needy poor – Poor students, tribals, people 

with disabilities, homeless women, rural poor through educational, medical support and livelihood 

support.  

 

Tribal development programme focused on Narikurava tribals in Sivagangai, Perambalur, and Pudukottai 

districts. And Malayali tribals in Jawadhu Hills in Tiruvannamalai district. The tribal programme addressed 

the needs and concerns of the elderly, women and also the children.  

 

In this reporting period we introduced an awareness raising programme titled “ Walk for a Social Cause – 

Balloon Campaign”  to raise awareness and engage general public  to commit for the cause of 
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homelessness. Added to this a Day at farm was also introduced as an education cum resource mobilization 

process. 

 

Resource mobilization   is indeed a deeper challenge. ECOMWEL directed its efforts to raise local resources 

using different strategies and we have been successful in generating kind contribution but generating 

resources for other programmes and projects has been a difficult process. In spite of this experience we are 

deeply grateful to the donors who had lot of trust on us and our commitment to the work among the most 

in need.  

Our sincere thanks to Emmaus Zurich and Emmaus Valais for their support in carrying forward the work 

among the poor. Special thanks to Mr. Charles Faissler, Ms. Rina Perolini Bohner and Late. Mr. Urs Bohner  

 

I place on record my deepest gratitude to Mr. Jayaraj Devadas, Secretary for his untiring support embedded 

with values of kindness, trust and generosity. My thanks also to the Treasurer, Dr. Kalavathy, President, 

Mr. Benjamin for their support, and guidance... I also extend my thanks to all the board members for their 

support and solidarity. While I present the report I thank all the staff, community volunteers and partners 

who stood strong like a rock in spite of many challenging times.  Above all sincere heartfelt thanks to all 

the beneficiaries for their journey with us towards Sustainable Development and Justice. 

  

 

 

 

 

July 2020                           Esther Beulah                                                                                                                    

Chief Executive 
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Mission 

 

“To Empower the Most in Need and 
Promote Human Rights of 

Marginalized People” 
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People’s Constituency 

 

• Youth 
• Tribals 
• Elderly 
• Women 
• Farmers 
• Children 
• Rural poor 
• Urban poor 
• Narikuravas 

• Homeless Women 
• People with Disabilities 
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Approaches to People’s Development 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welfare

Empowerment 
Development
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Intervention Strategies 

 

 Direct Grassroots Interventions 
• Welfare & Development Services  
• Sustainable Agriculture 
• Shelter for the Homeless 
• Tribal Assistance & Development 
• Educational Support services and 

Development  
• Addressing Emerging Issues 

 
 Capacity  Building  

• Trainings & Workshops   
• Partner Accompaniment  
• Documentation & Information 

Sharing  
• Campaigning & Networking 
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Activities Overview 

 

Welfare and Development Service 

 

Capacity Building Project 

 

Sustainable Agriculture Project 

 

Educational Support Services & development  Programme 

 

Tribal Assistance & Development Programme 

 

Community Health Promotion 
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Glossary   

Amirtha Karaisal’ ‘Jeevamirtham, Ganajeevamirtham panchakavyam – Bio manure mixture fluid 

‘Mooligai Poochi Veratti’ – Bio pesticide made out of herbs 

Asolla – a floating fern used to control weeds in the paddy fields, used as a feed for cattle, fish and poultry 

Samprani – Incense small stick used traditionally in Indian households.  

Malayali – Name of the Tribals 

Kasayam - Extract 

Abbreviations  

CANDLE – Community Action Development Liberation and Education 

CBO’s – Community Based Organisations 

COVID – Corona Virus Disease 

VBA – Value Based Agriculture 

GOVT – Government 
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Welfare and Development Service 
 

Emergency Response    - Covid 19 

In the face of the unprecedented situation caused by corona virus, and its subsequent LOCKDOWN 1.0, 
the sufferings and adversities of the poor and marginalized needed critical attention. `The rising 
intensity and magnitude of COVID 19 pushed the Government for a lockdown and it is in fact inevitable 
towards protecting the lives of the people. 

A large share of the adversities affected the poor and vulnerable communities. Social Distancing and 
self-Isolation is impossible for many poor in our slums and villages due to lack of space and houses being 
small. Virus does not differentiate, however understanding the ground reality of the poor, the living 
conditions in urban slums and in rural villages, lack of adequate social security, and lack of adequate 
health care services adds to the existing problems. 

As an immediate response to the covid 19 ECOMWEL with the support of the Shelter for the Homeless 
women produced reusable facemasks totaling 2000 and distributed to the poor and needy. 

 

Elderly care Support 

 Understanding the distress and needs of the elderly in the tribal area of Jawadhu Hills ECOMWEL 
worked with the elders in Chinnakeezhpattu village.  Based on the needs expressed distributed essential 
kits to the elders with the support of Cholayil Pvt Ltd.  
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For Homeless women who fall in the category of elders were given priority to address the health 
concerns and 4 women had eye surgeries with the support of GREMALTES Hospital. 

Based on the vulnerabilities and the needs a few individuals were offered support towards medical care 
and support. 

Other Welfare Services 

For urban poor children through ICDS Centre based in Shenoy nagar Mats, plates and cooking utensils 
were offered. 

ECOMWEL offered education support for a child with disability in Chennai.    

Rural & urban poor Women- in Tiruvallur district, a flour mill unit was setup as a livelihood initiative for 
rural women. This unit focused on promoting women entrepreneurs through self Help groups.  Nutrition 
powder making was initiated with the support of other organisations, however this has not been very 
successful initiative, ECOMWEL is setting its path to strengthen this initiative 
 

Hungry Poor -Feed  the Hungry programme is a value embedded programme which shares care, love 
and commitment Through the initiative every day 30 hungry poor people including Children  were fed 
with dignity , love and care.   

 

  

ECOMWEL in Collaborative partnership with  Sumaithangi Trust and Low cost Health Care Centre 
launched feed the Hungry poor programme titled ‘Quit Hunger Before you Sleep” with the Kind and 
Generous support of Star Health Insurance Pvt ltd. 

Feed the hungry poor programme focused on the hungry poor in 2 areas – Koyambedu and Ambattur. 

Pre- Launch Process - The collaborative partners undertook a hunger mapping in the city especially in 

Nolambur, Moggapair, Ambattur and Koyambedu areas. . The on the spot observations, interactions 

with individuals set a direction in the finalisation of the location points for feeding.  
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In Koyambedu, nearly 20 elderly women and men find their shelter under a shady tree. For their food 
needs they look for help from the visitors to the temples, sometimes they get food and sometimes they 
go hungry. Women support the vendors in tying flowers and earn approximately Rs 10 to Rs 20 per day 
which they utilize towards purchase of tea and refreshments, added to this they use the amount 
towards pay and use toilets. In the night they go to sleep with Hunger. 

Considering the ground realities of hunger status, lack of family and community support organisations 
decided to locate this place as a feeding point. 

In Ambattur area nearly 5 to 6 Narikurava families find their shelter under a bridge. They are 
predominantly rag pickers, collecting iron materials from the waste bins and sell them to feed 
themselves. Each family earns less than 100 a day which is hardly sufficient to meet their food needs.  
Many at time they go hungry at night. , considering the need and the desperate situation this point was 
also narrowed as a feeding point.  

Hunger mapping -Interactions with individuals revealed that they are abandoned by their families at the 
same time they do not want to be placed in institutions. Being around temples brings them Hope, Peace 
and Contentment. The average age of the hungry poor in Koyambedu ranges from 60 years to 85 years 
and they are predominantly women.  In Ambattur it ranges from 2 years to 60 years.  

Programme launch - On 10th May 2019 feed the hungry programme was launched at the Low cost 

Health Care Centre, Moggapair. More than 50 people participated in the programme. This includes 

representatives of the collaborative organisations, representative from other organisations, Homeless 

women, poor women in Nolambur and Moggapair areas. 
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Ms. Jayalakshmi – Founder of the Sumaithangi Trust shared about the partnership with Star health 
Insurance in taking the programme forward.  
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Ms. Beulah – chief executive of ECOMWEL set the tone for the launch of the programme by sharing the 
experiences of the hunger mapping, the intensity of hunger and the focus of the programme.  
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Shelter for the Homeless 

 

Through the shelter initiative in collaboration with the Greater Chennai Corporation, ECOMWEL reaches 
out to Homeless women with diversities 

 

Intervention Strategies 

Rehabilitation - Socio - economic rehabilitation & Psycho – social Rehabilitation are the major 
components of Rehabilitation.   

Reintegration - Reintegration process identifies and builds the homeless women life choices, goals and 
leanings towards their families.  

Awareness Raising - Given the context of increased homelessness, ECOMWEL Engaged in awareness 
raising and drawing the solidarity of the general public to address the issue. 

 

Total Strength of the Shelter for the year – 80  
 

                                                         Rehabilitation Facilitated  – 20 
 

Reintegration Facilitated – 38  

                                                                             Night Surveys - 24 
 

Women Employed-  21  

                                                           Women as Entrepreneurs -3   
 

Children Enrolled in Schools & Anganwadi -13 
 

                                                                      Skill trainings Facilitated - 21  
 

No of Products produced in the Shelter- 10  

Migrant Women Workers

Violence Affected Women & Children

Nomadic Tribes

Abandoned Women 

Women in High Debts 
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Rehabilitation Activities & Process 

ECOMWEL focuses on Socio- economic Rehabilitation and psycho social Rehabilitation 
 
Socio – Economic Rehabilitation includes components such as skill trainings, Employment Linkage and 
Livelihood support. 
Psycho social Rehabilitation included components of counselling & creative Therapies  

Skill Training  

Skill Training varied according to age profile, Self-interest of women and abilities. In This Reporting 
Period , Skill Trainings  include Tailoring,  paper bag making, Sambrani making, cloth bag making, 
nutrition powder and appalam making, pot  and lamp painting  , seed ball making and other need based 
training 
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The products 
produced by 
the residents 
were displayed 
in the local 
parks, GCC 
Homeless day 

programme 
and a 
contribution in 
support of the 

homeless 
shelter was 
raised. 

 

 

Livelihood Support Initiative 

Supporting livelihood Promotion among Elderly Homeless women & women with disabilities is one of 
the targets/ focus. At Ecomwel a direction is given to the women by developing their entrepreneurial 
mindset and behavior. The initial need assessment is facilitated wherein the past work experience, 
livelihood interests, modalities of the livelihood development envisaged, with the capital amount 
requirement are mapped. With the monthly monitoring, accompaniment and support three women in 
the shelter continue to be engaged in the income generation activity through this process. The average 
monthly income earned by the women range between Rs 3000 – 5000/-. 

Employment Linkages  

Understanding the skill 
capacities, interests and 
the past work 
experiences, Homeless 
women are provided 
opportunities to work in 
nearby shops, 
supermarkets, temples, 
hotels and small 
eateries. The monthly 
income range is   
between Rupees 2500 to 
8500. Monthly twice 
working women’s 
meetings were 
organised in order to 
analyse the difficulties 
and concerns that 
emerge from the 
working space. The cross 
learnings with the residents during the meetings strengthened their life skills in time management, 
decision making, budgeting and responsible spending. In the reporting period, Twenty one homeless 
women were linked to various employment opportunities which supports their basic sustenance. 
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Counselling 

Periodic Counselling has been facilitated to identify the issues and concerns of individual women. The 
needs varies from health needs, psychological needs to housing needs 

Stress Relief & Health care process 

Shelter for the 
Homeless women 
organised a 

rehabilitation 
programme on 15th and 
16th May 2019 at the 
shelter with a focus on 
stress relief. 14 women 
and 2 Children 
participated. 

Prior to the programme 
stress mapping was 
initiated through a brain 
storming session.  The 
stress points included – 
Not mingling with 
others, feeling angry, 
isolated living, 

Depressive being alone, Confined to their space, displacement of anger. Based on the above, a one step 
process of stress relief was facilitated through a Zumba dance, in which all the women and children 
participated. Laughter, smile and Joy encircled each and every one. To relieve the pain a home remedy 
process was introduced with the support of five herbal oils. Women learnt the method of preparation 
and also applied it to get pain relief  

Recreation & special days Celebration & observance 

Games, music, film screening, silent prayers, meditation, visit to park, were part of the recreational 
activities. Special day celebration/observation included Gandhi centenary, Deepavalli, Pongal, New 
Year, children’s day and international women’s day.  This process is to bring fellowship among the 
residents and set a direction towards empowerment.  
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Study Circle 

This activity takes place once a month to allow homeless women to collectively read and understand 
issues connected to their lives.  The study circle included food safety, small savings, health care, home 
remedies, 

Gardening 

Value based agriculture sessions were facilitated with the support of a trainer. Gardening as a process 
connects with nature, soil engagement, plant growth nurturing and it is viewed as a process of healing. 
Added to this, valuing vegetables, saying no to food wastage, were integrated as part of the learning 
process. Green chilly, Mint, Curry leaf, greens, Coriander, drumstick, beans, ladies finger were planted 
and nurtured. Added to this basic herbs were nurtured.   

Health Camp 

First Saturday of every month Health camp was organised with the support of the local primary Health 
Centre. The health camp focused on diagnosis, basic treatment and referral. The Health camp mapped 
women who were undernourished. Therefore special food care and support was offered by ECOMWEL 
to those specified women.  The challenges in the reporting period included non – availability of 
medicines in the PHCs as well as during the health camp. The residents who do not avail allopathic 
treatment had no choice of availing alternative treatment support.  
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Reintegration Activities & Process 

The reporting period has increased number of reintegration based on the background of women who 
came into the Shelter – Violence affected Women and Elderly women who had a strained relationship 
with their families were reintegrated through Counselling and house visits. Every individual resident was 
unique and the strategy development for reintegration also varied. ECOMWEL’s predominant 
reintegration process is mapped below 

 

This flow/ process varies from individual to individual 

Awareness Raising Activities & Process  

Outreach & Night Survey  

Night Surveys – To identify the homeless people and to help them to access the night shelter, night 
surveys were facilitated.  

 

 

Through the outreach activity  public places such as bus stations, railway stations, places of worship, 
under the bridges, public toilets , Amma unavagam , tea shops  were targeted and information about 

Comfort Facilitation Issue/Need Mapping
Life choices 

Identification

Economic  
Sustenance & self 

Strengthening

Personal Vs Children 
AspirationVs Family 

Goal Mapping 
/Setting

Silence based 
Reflection period

Opportunities 
Mapping for 

Reintegration

Individual & family 
Counselling sessions

Reintegration Follow up
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the services of the shelter were shared. Flyers distribution is integral to the outreach work. Nearly 5000 
flyers were distributed during the reporting period.  

Other Activities 

Basic food is offered in the shelter. With the Greater Chennai Corporation the dinner is supported. 
ECOMWEL 
generates 
resources 

to support 
breakfast 

and special 
lunches 

and dinner 
on certain 
occasions. 

 

 

 

 

Greater Chennai Corporation & ECOMWEL Partnership 

 Four years of partnership to support the Homeless women continues with Greater Chennai 
Corporation. The different engagement of Ecomwel partnership with Greater Chennai Corporation 
includes Participation in Mass Night surveys/ periodic meetings organised for the Co-ordinators, 
Participation in the Directors meeting with the Deputy Commissioner of Health, Commemoration of 
World Homeless day, Interaction with Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner regarding Mrs. M. L. 
Srivaran admission and its process. 

Social Audit  

Social Audit by GCC was 
facilitated on 16 July 2019, it 
helped the organisation to 
present the work and also 
emerging issues and 
concerns. Observing the 
process of the social audit 
there is a need for all 
associated (shelter team, 
social audit team) with social 
audit process to have a 
common understanding that 
it is not a fault finding 
mission rather a process of 
understanding the Homelessness as an issue, the complexities and concerns in the process of sheltering, 
measuring the progresses and also the challenges and ultimately being an enabling process to 
strengthen the performance of the Shelter. 

There is a critical need to enlarge the definition of homeless beyond the specified one as there are other 
women with multiple vulnerabilities. 
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Difficulties and Challenges 
ECOMWEL was deeply disturbed and distressed to witness the violation of Right to Life with dignity of 
Senior citizens especially women in Tamil Nadu who also turn out to be homeless. The increased number 
of crimes against elderly persons indicates the elderly individuals are exposed to multiple vulnerabilities 
that pose a threat to their human right to life and dignity.  In the month of November 2019 an elderly 
woman aged 79 years was admitted in the shelter by GCC. ECOMWEL faced difficulties and challenges 
in handling this case yet with Grit and determination took steps towards placing her in a care and 
protection Home – Vishranthi – Home for the aged keeping the safety and security of the resident Focus.  
This experience threw a lot of differential insights into Rescue and Rehabilitation and also on the role of 
the state and Non – State Actors. 
Special Shelter for Women 

In Collaboration with Greater Chennai Corporation, ECOMWEL established a special Shelter for women 
at Govt. Kasturba Gandhi Hospital, Chennai.  

Situation of the Homeless in a Hospital setting 

 People  from different districts access the specialized health care facility in the Metropolitan City 
of Chennai to address their medical needs 

 Women who are caretakers of the patients find it difficult to access bathrooms, clean toilets, a 
place to change their clothes and also to rest and rejuvenate themselves and moreover face a 
threat in protecting their valuables and their other materials. 

 Women who are in to caretaking find it difficult to consume food in a ward/ corridors of ICU or 
other general wards due to lack of conducive  atmosphere 

 Lack of physical and psychological comfort in a hospital setting, Due to anxiety and fear the 
distress among women needs specific counselling service. 

The interventions addressed the above needs towards shelter for women who are caretakers of their 
families in the hospital.  
No of residents in the Special Shelter: 710 women benefited for a six months period through this process  

 
In the context of the less scope for social work practice combined with complexities in the 
administration and collaboration the project limited its service for a period till September 2019 only 
as per the memorandum signed between ECOMWEL and Greater Chennai Corporation. 

Programme/ Project Review  

Programme reviews focused on the current ground realities, issues and concerns emerging from the 
different programme processes. Accordingly the programmes were strengthened.  
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Board Meeting 

ECOMWEL organized the board meeting during the month of September 2019.  The various activities 
were covered through a presentation. The different projects and programme implementation included 
Capacity Building project, computer and functional English training project, Environment & urban poor 
development project, Tribal assistance and development sustainable agriculture, shelter for the 
Homeless project were presented. The presentation covered the focus of the projects, its activities and 
its processes.  Fund raising activities, experiences, difficulties and challenges were discussed   
2019 

 

 Fund Raising Initiatives 
ECOMWEL generated funds adopting the following methods 

 Feed The Hungry Programme in Partnership with Sumaithangi Trust and Star 

Health Insurance. 

 Social Awareness  Campaigns in Trains reaching  out to general public  

 Charity Box Collections  from the shops in Mogappair 

 Tribute appeals to support the needy poor during Death anniversaries 

 Donation collection through friends , well-wishers and partners  

 Tele calling using data base of salaried persons 

 Kind contribution raised through schools, shops and Individual families  

 Preparation of  Seed balls and resource generation  

 Developed  Poor women Marriage Assistance programme 

 Developed a fund Raising strategy  - A Day on Farm 

 Introduced Walk for a cause Campaign. 
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Capacity Building Project 

 
 

Trainings and Workshops 

Elderly Care & Protection-Discussion Meet 

In the context of the International Fortnight campaign against violence on women, this year was 
dedicated to the care & protection of Elderly women who remain single.  In this connect ECOMWEL 
organised a discussion meet on 2nd December 2019 at ICSA centre.  The discussion meet brought nearly 
15 participants mainly activists, NGO leaders, lawyer, academician, and socially conscious citizens. 

 

The discussion meet included a presentation on the elderly care situation in Tamilnadu especially 
focusing on the crimes against elderly, the state accountability in the protection and promotion of 
Elderly care, identifying Gaps and challenges, Role of civil society organisations and the need for support 
and solidarity building. 

Through a case presentation different stakeholders in the protection of elders were mapped. The need 
to facilitate social audit of night shelters  from the perspective of elderly ( single women/ Men), Seeking 
for a status report from the government on violence against Elderly  ( Young –old , old age ), Sensitization 
training for  police in Chennai  ,NGO Capacity building training  ( sensitization/ perspective/ skill/ Values) 
, through the state women’s commission organizing a public hearing for elderly care & protection were 
identified as way forward process.  
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Seed Ball Training 

An introductory 
training on seed 
ball making was 

introduced 
among the 

homeless 
women. Many 
showed keen 
interest in 
learning. In the 
reporting period 
more than 
15000 seed balls 
were made by 
the women. 
Nurture a 
Tree…Build our 
Lives… is a 
clarion call given 

by homeless women.  

Training on advance Home Remedies workshop for Rural Health Volunteers 

The rising risks and threats to the health and health care services in the rural communities pushed Low 
Cost Health care through Holistic Health and ECOMWEL to organize a training on Advance Home 
Remedies   for Rural Health Volunteers in the District of Tiruvallur. WORD an organisation based in 
Kannakamachatram, Tiruvallur were approached to identify rural women health volunteers. Based on 
the selection for 15 volunteers an Advance Home Remedies training was organised on 14 March 2020 
at ECOMWEL training Centre, Athikulam, Tiruvallur. This training was indeed a follow up training.  

15 health Volunteers participated in the process, the resource team comprised of Dr. Surya Varman and 
Dr. Kanagavalli who have expertise in practicing siddha, Varma and home remedies.  
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Training process was rooted by tracing the field experiences of the health volunteers during their 
interaction 

Training process 

Ecomwel welcomed the participants and introduced the vision and commitment of Low Cost Health 
Care centre to increase the access of health care services for all.  

 

After a warm welcome and introduction the participants shared their field level experiences of sharing 
the indigenous knowledge that they gained through the last year training.  The inputs relating to 
common ailments of addressing cold and cough was well received by the community women. 
Participants shared about the positive feedback of using herbal plants  

To add to their knowledge a session on herbal plants benefits recall process was facilitated.  In the 
centre, ‘A Herbal Walk” was organised during which the participants were asked to identify herbal plants 
and bring one Herbal plant. The herbal plant various use and benefits were shared by the medical expert 
team. Through this exercise participants learnt about many herbal plants usage and helped volunteers 
to clarify their doubts and to equip them with skills of addressing certain health concerns.  The growing 
malnutrition in the communities is a deep concern and the training supported the view of increasing the 
nutrient intake by all through identifying available local resources of greens and vegetables and adding 
to it to our food intake.  

For the specific three issues confronting the community the medical practitioners shared their 
knowledge.  

The feedback given by the volunteers were encouraging and it also enlarged the understanding of 
different herbal plants and its usage. 

 Foot Reflexology Workshop 

On 11 May 2019 an Expert introduced foot reflexology as an effective remedy to many ailments 
.Applying pressure to a person’s feet in order to affect a physical change in the body. The benefits of the 
reflexology includes, improved blood circulation, fights depression, helps in relaxation, and relieves the 
pain immediately. 

The participants were divided into pairs one taking the role of a patient and the other a therapist.  One 
participant with a pain was identified and the treatment was facilitated by the Therapist. This 
introductory workshop created an interest among the residents capacitated the residents to understand 
the importance of alternative therapies and learn the treatment process. 
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Warli Art Workshop 

On 20th November 2019 a Warli Art workshop was organised with an Expert trainer.  The simple art 
embraces three shapes – circle, triangle, rectangle with Line drawing.  The creativity is kindled through 
the workshop. Based on the interest, age profile 10 women were selected and trained in the Warli Art.  
As part of the workshop individual presentations were made through work sheets. As a collective effort 
an art on the wall to the shelter stands as a witness of the creative learning.  This art workshop set a 
tone for positivity… healing… building confidence… for a life change… 
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Training on Sustainable Agriculture and Local Governance 

 

 

Rajiv Gandhi National Institute of Youth and Development requested to facilitate training for the post- 
graduate students of the Department of Local Governance. 16 students, 1 Faculty member, 3 NGO 
partners (WORD, VPIS & ECOMWEL) and farmers participated in the training held on 9th September 2019 
at Ecomwel training Centre, Athikulam, Tiruvallur. 

 

The main objectives of the Training included building an understanding on the status of agriculture in 
the country with specific reference to Tamilnadu , strengthening the perspective on  the concept of 
sustainable Agriculture, sharing the experience of the Share Model of farming – Women Collective 
Farming, Mapping the role of Local governance structures in the protection and promotion of 
Sustainable Agriculture. 

Training was facilitated by Ms. Esther Beulah, Mr. Dhananjayan, Mr. Aseervatham and Mr. Nathan  

Training sessions included an introductory session, concept building, Reality Check of the agriculture in 
India, case study presentation of two Districts – Tiruvallur and Tiruvannamalai, Experience sharing on 
Share model of farming.  

Introductory session opened with a prayer, welcome and introduction to ECOMWEL, Introduction of 
Resource Team and participants. The need for food security and safety, concept of sustainable 
Agriculture   was presented. 

Status of Agriculture – Reality Check  indicated issues relating to  Land conversion, Land alienation, 

drought situation, Non availability of Agriculture stock, Lack of food safety, High Rural indebtedness, 

Salination of water due to Bore well digging, Lack of knowledge on agriculture among young generation, 

High price rise of seeds, Increased Migration, Lack of Full yield in production  
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Experience sharing on Share Model of Farming 

 

In order to protect and promote Land and Livelihood rights among women, Share model of Farming was 
introduced which is indeed a means for Social, Economic and political Development. Women with 
Multiple vulnerabilities were selected as collective farm members and capacity building process was 
initiated since all the women were agricultural workers in the past. The farming process gives women 
the benefits like social security, violence and abuse protection, shared resources and a strong social 
status.  Furthermore, it supports organic and multi-crop farming and sustainable agriculture which in 
fact plays a vital role in protection of natural resources. 

Collective women farmers and NGO partners shared their experiences which affirmed the socio- 
economic and political benefits. 

 

Sustainable Agriculture & Role of Local Governance structures  

A brainstorming session was facilitated to identify the various ways in which local governance structures 
can be engaged in the protection and promotion of sustainable Agriculture. The following were listed  

 Introduce community seed Bank in every village 
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 Introduce Community grain storage space 

 Development of community forest 

 Seed Ball making in every Gram sabha meeting ( After the meeting) 

 Youth Engagement in seed ball sowing 

 Village level contouring and Rain water harvesting 

Demonstration 

Following demonstrations were made to increase the learning of the participants  

  For Soil Rejuvenation  Jeevamirtham preparation process 

 

For Pest control – natural pesticide preparation process 
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Closing session was solemn with seed sharing and feedback sharing. All the participants expressed that 
the process of training was rooted in perspective building, demonstrations, experience sharing and has 
motivated in sustaining the interest towards sustainable agriculture. With an exchange of thanks and 
an aspiration for continued partnership the training came to close. 

Social Work students Training 

ECOMWEL offered training support to the post graduate students of social work. Four college’s deputed 
two students each totaling to 8 for field work practice and learning– Lady Doak College, Madurai, 
Madras School of Social Work, Patrician College of Arts and Science, Stella Maris College Chennai. The 
field work training focused on building perspectives, strengthening skill competencies and affirming 
their value commitment to social work. Students actively engaged in case study writing, Documentation, 
organizing campaigns and rehabilitation of Homeless women.  

Partners Accompaniment  

ECOMWEL partnership with NGOs is one of the major strength of the organisation. Former partners 
seek ECOMWEL support in the area of addressing critical issues of target groups, strategizing their 
interventions, and also towards welfare and development services for disabled, tribals, and rural poor. 
ECOMWEL offered accompaniment support to Thozhamai, Kalangarai, WORD, Snegithan, RWDS, SNIRD, 
Law, and Candle during the reporting period  

 

 Information Documentation & Sharing  

In the reporting period, Posters, Song, Book marks, promotional mugs, pamphlets on various issues were 
developed and shared.  

ECOMWEL printed a strategic plan document which captured the development priorities and the 
strategic interventions. 

A promotional mug Sashes 
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Awareness Campaign & Networking 

Gram sabha Campaign – To encourage increased participation of people in Grama sabha awareness 
programmes were organised with the support of community volunteers and former partners.    

Balloon Campaign 

ECOMWEL Organised a Balloon walk campaigns on 21 May 2019 and 19 February 2019 at Mangal lake 
park, Mogappair. The Main objective of the campaign included creating awareness on homelessness 
and visibility of the shelter for the homeless women. 
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Homeless women who are part of the shelter, staff of the shelter, volunteers and general public 
participated in the campaign. During the Balloon walk within the park, balloons with the message” Help 
Homeless Women” were distributed along with the information pamphlet about the shelter. 

After the walk, women were assembled in a place and a song session was facilitated. On the whole, the 
campaign drew the attention and solidarity of the general public. The solidarity was affirmed through 
messages and signatures…  

Signature Campaign - During Walk for the Social Cause, the issue of homelessness was shared among 
the general public and solidarity & commitment was drawn through the signature campaign  

School Children Awareness Programme- Awareness programmes were organised in five schools 
Mogappair schools with a focus on Homelessness. 

Social awareness Campaign - In order to create visibility on the issues affecting the poor, people with 
disabilities, tribals two train campaigns were organised with the support of students and volunteers.   

Auto awareness campaign  

The intent of the programme is to raise awareness on Homelessness and to create visibility on the night 
shelter and its services. Fighting the ignorance, surrounding homelessness and those affected by it is 
the first step in changing the attitude and views of the general public, Therefore in this context auto 
awareness campaigns were strengthened through this reporting period. ECOMWEL organised bi-
monthly auto awareness campaigns in which more than 600 auto drivers were reached. This effort of 
awareness raising also promoted the value of volunteerism to support the rehabilitation of homeless 
women. 
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Sustainable Agriculture Project 

 
 
Activities 

 
I Demonstration for Farmers Learning 

II Strengthening of Seed Banks 

III Strengthening of Farmers collective 

IV Awareness Campaign on sustainable agriculture 

V  Review and planning meetings 

 
Demonstration for Farmers Learning 
 

Place District Land Area Multicropping Seed Bank Method 

Athikulam Tiruvallur 34 Cents Pulses, greens, 
banana, 
sugarcane, 
vegetables, Millets  
25 Varieties 

30 Varieties Vermi compost 
Vermi wash 
Asolla 
Jeevamirtham 
Mulching 
Mooligai poochi virati 
Poultry 
Mushroom cultivation 
 

Kannakamachatram 
Seethapuram 
Ambedkar Nagar 
Koormaivilsapuram 
karaninizampet 

Tiruvallur 16 acres Paddy, Intercrops  
groundnut, gingelly 
seeds, Ragi, greens 
and vegetables  
15 – 20 Varieties 

32 Varieties  Vermicompost 
 Pancha kaviya 
Natural pest control 
Meen Amilam, 
Jeevamirtham 
Mulching 
Natural Compost 
 

Elluparai/Sivaji 
Nagar/ 
Ayyampalayam 
somanthaputhur 
 

Tiruvannamalai 23  acres  Paddy, Ragi, 
groundnut, Pulses, 
greens, vegetables, 
oilseeds, Millets  
22 -25  varieties 

35 Varieties Vermicompost 
Asolla 
Jeevamirtham 
Natural pest control 
Natural Compost 
Bee keeping 
Mushroom cultivation  

Chettapenta/ 
Dugginavarpalli 
/Maarumooru 

Chittoor 3.50 acres Pulses, greens, 
vegetables, 
oilseeds, Millets 
7 varieties  

21 Varieties  Nada compost, 
Ganajeevamirtham  
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Produce & its Sharing 
The model farm produce in the Chettapenta, Tiruvallur and Tiruvannamalai has supported the farmers 
to strengthen the household food security, and also sharing among the villagers. The model farm 
produce from Athikulam supported the shelter for the Homeless women at Mogappair. 

Promotion of millets 

Promotion of small millets was reintroduced among the farmers keeping in focus the nutrition 
component. During this period 5 no of farmers sowing the millets in our project area. 

Bee keeping 

Beekeeping has been integrated into the farming process 

 

Strengthening of Seed Bank 

Awareness meetings were organised to promote community seed banking system. Collection, 
Preservation and sharing were the major component of this process... Farmers collect the seeds from 
their own fields and share the seeds with other farmers has enriched the agriculture process. The seed 
bank promoted through community volunteers differ from each other in terms of seed diversity, 
preservation and distribution pattern. The farmer’s dependency on external seed purchase is decreased 
through this system development. 

Seed Ball preparation has been integral to the learning process in relation to seed bank promotion  
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Awareness support 

 
Ecomwel created awreness by sharing information on Government welfare schemes, exchanging 
traditional knowledge and seed sharing processes. Pest Management Practices has been integrated 
into the awareness raising Extract using Neem seeds, leaves, Panchagavya, Green chilli-garlic kasayam, 
Gana jeevarutham amirtha karaisal were reintroduced to the farmers. 

 Women Collective farming has been successful in Tiruvallur and Tiruvannamalai. The increase in 
production, division of labour, profit, and household food security has been a hallmark in this process. 
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 Awareness Campaigns 

ECOMWEL organised campaign on sustainable agriculture on 11 August 2019 in Tiruvannamalai. The 
Objective of the campaign included creating awareness on the need & importance of sustainable 
agriculture. Collecting and sharing of seeds among farmers, live demonstration on soil health promotion 
and pest control  
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Review & planning  

ECOMWEL engages with partners in two districts of Tamilnadu - Tiruvannamalai and Tiruvallur and one 
district of Andhrapradesh – Chittoor District. Periodic field reviews and planning meeting were 
organised which strengthened the programme processes.  

In order to strengthen the livelihood of rural communities through enhancing sustainable agriculture, 
adopting organic farming and thereby promotion of household food security on 10 January 2020, 
ECOMWEL organised a Reflection meet of Partners at Ecomwel training Centre, Athikulam. 10 
participants were part of the process, this included partners and community Volunteers 

 The reflection meet had the objectives of assessing the work progress, gaps, and challenges and to 
develop a plan of action to promote sustainable agriculture. 

The meet started with a prayer and a poem Reading. The poem  unearthed the realities  in the context 
of  land alienation, migration,  mono cropping, lack of importance to agriculture, and the poem set the 
tone for the meet . The meet remembered with gratitude the contribution of Dr. Nammalvar in 
sustaining agriculture. The various learnings during the past were recalled passionately.  

 

This session focused on the various important process  

  Collective Farming – Sharing of labour, 
Produce…. 

 Organic farming – Soil rejuvenation, pest 
control, water conservation, seed 
preservation  

 Natural farming – Multicropping, less inputs, 
sowing without ploughing, No weeding, seed 
ball making 

 Integrated farming- Bee keeping,  earth worm 
protection , livestock promotion 
 

 

 Each Participant organisation shared their experiences.  
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The reflection Meet helped the Volunteers and partner organisations to come together and share their 
experiences and it helped to consolidate the learnings of the past and towards planning for the future. 
12 model farms in a year were targeted for strengthening. With the feedback from the participants 
and affirmation of their commitment to continue the work among farmers the meet came to a close.   

Outcome - In the reporting period ECOMWEL engaged with farmers and local communities to gather 
the traditional knowledge systems on sustainable agriculture and enlarged this knowledge pattern to 
farmers and communities .The programme has recorded  increase in production, income and nutrition 
( due to multicropping)  and decrease in  cost of production and has set a direction towards self-
sufficiency.  
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Tribal Assistance Programme 
 

Tribal Assistance programme covers Narikurava tribals in Sivagangai, Perambalur and Pudukottai in 
Tamilnadu   and Malayali Tribals in Tiruvannamalai district. 

Narikurava Tribals 

Narikurava tribal children education is a huge challenge. It is attributed to high incidence of school 
dropout rate, lack of understanding on the importance of education among the parents, poverty 
situation, and migration of parents to the cities in search of livelihood.  ECOMWEL in the reporting 
period supported two residential schools in Perambalur and Sivagangai districts by offering sports 
materials.  

 

Narikkuravar and Aadhiyan tribal children in Rengamma chatram village in pudukottai district were 
supported with sports materials and educational kit 
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Malayali Tribals  

Jawadhu hills, the tribal block in Tiruvannamalai district is backward in the areas of education, livelihood, 
and health and health care. The issues confronting the tribals include alcoholism, lack of appropriate/ 
effective education, intense Child marriages and lack of access to health services. 

The people living are mostly ‘Malayali Tribes’, While their earlier generation was deprived of formal 
education, the generation today is blessed with Forest Middle schools. Despite this the school dropout 
rate is higher.  For High and higher secondary schooling the children need to access schools which are 
beyond 10 kms range.  

For Forest Residential middle school, in Melpattu village Mats were distributed 
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In Chinna Keezhpattu village, organizing Elders and women through Self Help Groups were the major 
interventions.  
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 Women’s meeting in the tribal areas were conducted periodically which aimed at creating awareness 
on MNREGA, importance of Health care, Education 

 

In Chinna keezhpattu village an Herbal Remedies workshop was organised in August 2019. The Main 
health issue shared by the elders included joint pains, and cold. The live demonstration of herbal oil 
preparation caught the attention of the elders and they were benefitted through the process of learning.  
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Educational Support Services and Development 

 

The project aimed at building knowledge base and strengthening the life skills of a few vulnerable 
groups. Education in the context of the project refers to informal education, life skill education, and 
education curriculum outside of academic discourse. The project was implemented in – Tiruvallur and 
Tiruvannamalai district, Tamilnadu among the marginalized groups –rural poor women, people with 
disabilities, children and farmers. 

Poor Students 

ECOMWEL has been for many years continued to support the children to pursue school and college 
education with the strong belief that the Education will bring in new Hope to the family and society. 
During this reporting year ECOMWEL supported 9 poor students to continue their education in schools 
and colleges in Tamilnadu and Andhrapradesh.  

Summer Camp 

Ecomwel organised two summer camps in Tiruvannamalai among tribal children and in Chettapenta – 
Andhrapradesh among rural poor children. The camp intended to teach children functional English and 
other social development inputs, thereby creating space for children to be together in learning and 
reflecting towards responsible citizenship 
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People with Disabilities  

ECOMWEL through its former partner - Snegithan reached out to people with disabilities in 
Tiruvannamalai district. Individual counselling,  wheel chair assistance, career guidance, creating 
awareness on the rights of differently abled, provision of Government schemes and facilities for 
differently abled, organizing training, health, medical and employment programmes for the differently 
abled and their dependents were the activities  carried out in the area.  
 
Tribal Students  

ECOMWEL, continued to support the Tribal students In Melpattu Forest School and Puliyur Forest School 
in Jawadhu Hills, Tiruvannamalai to learn English with a support of a Volunteer. Weekly two days English 
classes adopting participatory methodology was organised in each school for students studying in 5th, 
6th, 7th and 8th Classes. Nearly 135 tribal children are benefitted through this process. 
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Value Based Agriculture Education  

Value Based agriculture education was integrated into to educational process in Mellpattu Forest middle 
school in Jawadhu Hills and in Elementary school in Moggapair. Every week awareness sessions were 

organised in the 
schools both in the 
rural as well as urban 
areas., Value Based 
Agriculture sessions 
both in terms by book 
activity ( this includes 
drawing, painting, 
puzzle solving, 
colouring and collage  
& field practice 
includes model farm 

development 
adopting  organic 
farming  . Through 
these participative 
sessions students 
learnt the methods of 
multicropping, the 
various irrigation 
methods’, soil health, 

bio manure and seeds conservation and beyond.  

With our Information Education Communication materials on Value Based Agriculture children were 
highly interested in Organic Farming. 

The students have set up Model farm in their respective schools and harvested vegetables and the 
vegetables were given for mid-day meals kitchen in the school.  This Value Based Agriculture Initiative 
has changed the interests of the students, and their value of respecting Agriculture is on the increase  
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Community Health promotion 

 
Low Cost Health care in collaboration with ECOMWEL organised a Health Mela with the Theme of “Reclaim 
Health… Restore Health …” on 29 February 2020 at the low cost Holistic Health Care Centre at Moggapair. 
The main Focus of the programme was to reintroduce the alternative therapies, reinforce the importance 
of home remedies learning, and to create awareness on the importance of healthy food towards healthy 
living. 110 people and 53 students participated in the process. 

Activities included 
Children Space for 
explorative learning, 
Demonstration & 
Learning, Pranic 
Healing  - Introductory 
Session ,Treatment// 
Health consultation – 

Ayurveda/ 
Siddha/Varma / 
Acupuncture/ Foot 
Reflexology/  Pranic 
healing, Natural and 
healthy food stalls. 

Health Mela at the Low cost health care centre integrated a visual display of Herbal plants, Herbs, Herbal 
medicines, Home Remedy materials, Nutritional powder, small millets and cold pressed oil.   
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The Mela was opened to general public with a lighting of the lamp by Mr. Marianathan, Director of 
Gremaltes, Mr. Jayaraj Devadas, Secretary ECOMWEL and the Therapists. Ms. Esther Beulah, Chief 
Executive of ECOMWEL warmly welcomed all the Therapists, general public, students, teachers and the 
guests and gave an introduction to the health Mela.  

Alternative to Junk food, traditional nuts, jaggery, dates, white cholam popcorn and maize popcorn were 
introduced which attracted the children. Different flavours were added to help children enjoy the taste.  

 

Demonstration & Learning - The Health Mela provided space for Demonstration and learning 

especially to address the issues of anaemia and malnutrition.  

Alternative Therapy - Introductory Sessions  

An introductory session on Pranic healing 
was organised to highlight the 
importance of life style change with 
appositive mind and developing positive 
feelings Pranic Healing is a drugless 
system of healing. Dr. Arul Mozhi 
facilitated this session.  

Health Mela provided space for health 

consultation and Treatment process. – 

Ayurveda/ Siddha/ Home Remedies 

/acupuncture/ reflexology/ Naturopathy 

Natural and Healthy food …  

In order to promote healthy way of living 
small millets were introduced through display. Millets are considered highly nutritive with the Benefit 
of lowering cholesterol level, enabling people to protect against heart diseases, helps in detoxifying the 
body, and optimizes, liver and kidney functions. Added to this organic vegetables and greens were 
displayed and inputs given towards healthy food consumption. 

The health Mela had an informal closing of thanking all who participated and calling for a life style 
Change… 
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General Health Camp 

On 25th July 2019, ECOMWEL as 
part of the urban poor 
intervention organised a 
general Health camp in 
collaboration with Rotary Club 
of Meraki in VPU Elementary 
School Mogappair. Three 
elementary schools in sector 5, 
6, & 7 participated. 138 
students, 5 teachers and 30 
parents participated in the 
health camp. Added to this 20 
Homeless women also 
participated. 

 

2 Doctors and 3 para medical 
staff from ACS medical college 
were present and facilitated the 
health checkup of the 

participants.  The problems diagnosed for the children highlighted malnutrition, cold, fever and cough. 

Health Awareness meetings 

Organised awareness meeting at Ayyampalyam village in Tiruvannamalai nearly 100 women from Self Help 
Groups participated. The awareness meeting focused on Reproductive health issues, on Health and 
hygiene.  
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Children Awareness programme 

With the support of the social work trainees and community volunteer’s series of awareness programmes 
on health were organised in karaninizampet and Koormaivilasapuram villages in Tiruvallur. As an outcome 
of the awareness process children were involved in an info wall painting to highlight the importance of 
sanitation, nutritive food, Environmental health.  
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Health meetings with Women  

In Tiruvallur Health awareness meetings were organised . Through participatory Rural Appraisal Health 
Infrastructures and availability of health Care Services were mapped. 

 

  

COVID 19 Awareness 

COVID 19 Awareness programmes were organised in Tiruvallur and Tiruvannamalai about the pandemic, 
its intensity and the need for prevention through facemasks, social distancing, food and nutrition and 
regular hand wash.  
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Gallery 

 

SBOA School Contribution to the Shelter  

 

 

 

 

Awareness meeting among women in Tiruvannamalai  


